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Max is a native of Cambridge, growing up near Fresh Pond in the heart of Huron Village. He has intimate knowledge of the city and can add 
both insight and a local perspective based on having spent the better part of his life in the area. He grew up going to both private and public 
schools in Cambridge and later returned to receive his undergraduate degree from Lesley University.
Max ventured into real estate shortly after buying his first home and becoming intrigued with the idea of being something different than your 
average Realtor. He quickly became an incredibly successful agent over the last ten years and a favorite for other brokers to work with. Over the 
last four years he sold 155 properties with a gross sales volume of over $100M. He attributes his success not only to hard work but also taking 
time to connect with his clients and make sure they know he is working for them.
Before working in residential real estate, Max was an elementary school teacher with 5th & 6th grade students. As a teacher his patience and 
his ability have enabled him to work with a variety of personalities. Max takes the time to go through all of the transaction details from start to 

finish, ensuring that his clients understand everything they are agreeing to before signing anything. 
Max resides in East Arlington and when he is not working, enjoys spending time with his wife and three young sons as well as playing golf and basketball.

THOMAS LOMENZO | 508.332.8842 | THOMAS.LOMENZO@GIBSONSIR.COM

With parents as proprietors of a boutique brokerage on Cape Cod, Thomas developed an affinity for the unpredictable and rewarding 
experiences of the real estate industry at a young age. Summer mornings spent cleaning rental properties and winter afternoons checking 
on snow-covered listings were the genesis of his interest in the field. This intimate and early introduction laid the groundwork for Thomas’ 
understanding of exceptional professional service, marked by a personal touch.
Prior to his involvement in residential real estate, Thomas became a certified personal trainer, eventually undertaking a position as associate 
strength and conditioning coach at his alma mater, Boston College High School. Following his time in coaching, he procured his salesperson’s 
license in April 2014, and balanced his professional endeavors while earning a Bachelor of Science in Business Management from the University 
of Massachusetts Boston. Thomas committed himself to representing buyers in Dennis and Brewster for several years, and assisted his parents 
with their top-producing business in the mid-Cape. To broaden his skills in the industry, he joined the Property Management team at CBRE in 

downtown Boston in early 2018, managing high-end office spaces in the Financial District and Boston’s Seaport. This formative experience equipped Thomas with insight 
into the myriad operations of successful commercial buildings, as well as the skill to balance the desires of ownership and tenants alike.
Thomas’ propensity for fostering lasting relationships and providing creative solutions called him back to his roots in residential real estate. He intends to continue the 
standard of “exceptional service without exception” in the Cambridge area for years to come, combining his management acumen and diverse background to provide 
buyers with a collaborative and engaging purchase experience. Now an Arlington resident, Thomas plays competitive tennis, serves as an alumni ambassador to BC High, 
and enjoys jaunts to the White Mountains for hiking.

ELIZABETH HAYES | 508.725.4657 | ELIZABETH.HAYES@SOTHEBYSREALTY.COM

After representing homebuyers, sellers and mortgage lenders as an attorney, Elizabeth decided that her desire to help people, her passion for 
interior design, and her legal background were tailor-made for the dynamics of the ever-vibrant real estate market in the Cambridge and Boston 
area.  In the past 10+ years, she has developed a deep well of knowledge that she employs to ensure her clients are as well-informed as possible 
about the entire real estate process and the nuances of the local market. Elizabeth works hard to merit the trust her clients and colleagues place 
in her and she strives to ensure that each transaction is as seamless as possible. She has a reputation for negotiating with tenacity, tact and good 
humor, skills she honed while serving as a Boston Assistant District Attorney. And after having renovated and decorated a number of properties, 
Elizabeth loves helping her clients envision how they might bring out the best in the home they are contemplating buying.
Elizabeth is a graduate of Indiana University. She also lived in Paris and Strasbourg, France and is fluent in French. She lives in Watertown with 
her husband, Chris and her Australian Terrier, Hank. When not thinking and dreaming about all things related to real estate, she enjoys cooking, 
gardening and antiquing!

SARAH NASTASIA | 978.413.9433 | SARAH.NASTASIA@SOTHEBYSREALTY.COM

Having worked with top real estate agents for several years now, Sarah specializes in making the most complex transactions run smoothly. By 
drawing on her ability to organize and fluency in all phases of residential real estate transactions, she can manage the fine details associated with 
what is an intricate process. With a degree in architecture and several residential projects under her belt, Sarah offers a unique eye for seeing a 
property’s potential. This skill becomes essential when assisting both sellers with the preparation for the home as well as working with buyers to 
help provide a vision for what spaces could become.
Raised in the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont, Sarah married her college sweetheart and moved to his hometown, where she has lived for 
almost 20 years. There they designed and managed the major renovation of an old family home, where they currently reside with their daughter. 
She is also an amateur sailor on her 16-foot Catamaran and dreams of learning to golf some day.
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prepare to purchase

• Meet with agent to discuss 
goals and craft a wish list

• Start pre-approval process 
to determine budget 
and timeline

Buying real estate is a very exciting time in your life. It can be full of emotion as well as 
many things to consider as you navigate through the process. As a true professional in 
the industry, allow me to assist you to the best of my ability. 

To get started, here are some basic tips for what you can expect.

We were very happy with our experience working with the Max Dublin Team. 
We never felt under any pressure to rush a decision or settle on a home that 
did not meet our expectations. It really felt that our needs and concerns were 
being heard. They showed us a lot of places as we refined our understanding 
of the market and zeroed in our new home. By the time we found the house 
we wanted to buy it seemed that we knew what it was worth given the 
current market, and what it would take to win the bid. Even then Max made 
some additions to the offer that sweetened the deal without adding much 
extra cost. It felt good to work with someone who was trying to be fair to 
all parties involved and was liked and respected by others in the industry.

– Ian and Peggy

“

• Understand buyers goals, 
budget and timeline

• Review buying process
• Provide recommendations 

for mortgage broker, 
attorney, inspectors, etc.

• Set up specified search

accept offer to p&s (7-10 days) purchase and sale to commitment (3-4 weeks)
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• Deliver deposit check
• Schedule/attend inspection
• Contact attorney to 

discuss P&S
• Finalize lender

• Coordinate deposit check
• Notify all parties 

and provide contact 
information (agents, 
attorneys, mortgage 
brokers, etc)

• Coordinate and 
attend inspection

• Collect requested 
property information

• Coordinate signatures 
for P&S

• Deliver 2nd deposit check
• Submit P&S to lender
• Provide lender with all 

requested information 
and data

• Research Insurance
• Provide mortgage 

commitment letter to 
agent by deadline

• Distribute P&S
• Keep track of the 

financing process
• Coordinate additional 

property visits

As a first time home buyer, there is 
nothing scarier than making such a 
big decision (with your life savings) 
in a process you don’t understand. I 
can’t imagine anyone better to guide 
me through the process! You made 
me feel comfortable, took many 
frantic phone calls, and taught me so 
much. Thank you for all of your help.       

– Christina and Dan

“ SELLER: 

• Allow scheduled inspection
• Contact their attorney

SELLER: 

• Allows access to property 
for appraiser and 
other appointments

• Obtain smoke and 
carbon monoxide 
detectors inspection

• Provide requested 
information (mortgage 
questionnaires, 6d, etc.)

viewing properties for sale

• Visit properties (edit goals 
and wish list accordingly)

• Submit offer

• Visit properties
• Provide advice and 

craft offer

commitment to close (1+ week)

• Coordinate movers
• Contact utility companies 

to set up
• Update mailing address
• Attend walk through
• Gather final paperwork 

and required funds
• Coordinate closing 

with attorney

• Attend/coordinate 
walk through

• Coordinate closing 
time/location

SELLER: 

• Gather all copies of 
keys/manuals

• Contact their movers
• Scheduled a final cleaning
• Contact utilities to shut off


